Promoting Aspirations in STEM through Youth and Family Engagement

*Working with local refugee communities to promote STEM aspirations*

**Arizona State University Partners**

- Access ASU – Educational Outreach
- Center for Innovation in Informal STEM Learning (CIISL)
- College of Health Solutions
- Ira Fulton Schools of Engineering
- Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College
- Sidney Poitier New American Film School
- School for the Future of Innovation in Society (SFIS)
- School of Mathematical and Natural Sciences

**Community Partners**

- BAAHO, Inc.
- SOMALI AMERICAN
  UNITED COUNCIL OF ARIZONA
  Serving ALL Multiethnic Refugees
- MwangaZa
  WA
  UPENDO
  Light of Love
- SYRIAN
  COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER
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Contact: Eugene Judson, Eugene.Judson@asu.edu